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 The purpose of this project is to employ Python and the ArcPy module to automate a frequently 
requested task. The script requires the use several geoprocessing tools accessible through ArcPy and 
three feature classes, two lines and a point file. The script takes inputs from the user which informs the 
point selection through two buffers on the poly lines, a clip and an attribute selection. Once this process 
is completed, the results are exported as a CSV file. 

 The propose and reason for  the development of the script was to save time by automating a 
routine task, removing the need to launch ArcPro, load the data, launch the geoprocessing tools, input 
the parameters and manage the files. I was this script to handle all static procedures and the only 
interaction will be inputting the dynamic parameters. The goal is to evolve this into a future toolset a 
collection of frequently requested procedures. 

 The script runs by accepting input values from the user. The inputs are passed as arguments in 
the various geoprocessing tools. Distances vales from user inputs informs the first steps, generating a 
buffer on two different line feature classes. The resulting buffers for the inputs to a clip, the output of 
this clip is the area used in a select by location procedure. Before that is run, a feature layer is created to 
execute a select-by-attributes function, that receives a selection argument from the user. If no argument 
is input, the selection is executed on all data. Once the selection is finalized, another feature layer is 
created which the selected data is copied. The final step is a table to table function is run to export the 
data to CSV. 

 Issues were minor but with the ArcPy module. My major issue was passing a value from the 
input, with a variable, into the query argument. The issue was caused by my attempts to pass the 
variable directly to the “where” clause of the SQL statement in a geoprocessing function. I suspect the 
quotes caused the variable to be viewed as a text string rather than calling the object in the variable. I 
fixed this issue by using and if/elif statement to match the input value to the proper use of the syntax. I 
originally wanted the script to send an e-mail alerting the requestor when the process completed but 
security software prevented automated emails. 

 The script can be improved by eliminating the “hard-code.” The selection prompt and if/elif 
should run on an iterator, pulling the values from the data source. A directory selection or input with 
dynamic filing naming would improve this script. A graphical user interface would improve usability. 

  


